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Foreword

Tuesday January 20, 2009, was the coldest day I have experienced in my life. It was the 
day that Barack Obama was inaugurated as the 44th President of the United States 
of America. Like many, I was mesmerized by the Senator from Chicago who had 
emerged from relative obscurity to become the leader of the most powerful nation in 
the world.

I bought into the message of hope and change for the future; I was looking for the 
inspiration to make a change in my own life and I found it in the last place I would 
ever look: Accountancy.

As a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales,  
I received a monthly edition of Accountancy magazine. I rarely opened the packaging; 
however, this month was different. Inside there was photograph of Barack Obama 
and an article called “It does matter if  you’re Black or White.” The article explained 
how the UK Accounting Profession struggled to develop senior Black leaders and 
featured a PhD student called Anton Lewis who was conducting research related to 
the apparent lack of Black accountants. What fascinated me was Anton’s lived experi-
ence: after 10 years of working in the profession, he realized that he had met only one 
other Black accountant.

I was staggered; this compelled me to examine my own experience as a Black 
accountant. I realized that over the same length of time I had met only a handful of 
Black accountants: only one was fully qualified. I contacted Anton to learn more, and 
this became a milestone event in my life.

Anton interviewed me as part of his project. I explained my personal journey, my 
understanding that accountants were faithful stewards to society, how the “numbers 
never lie” and how accountancy was a meritocracy; our work was objective. It didn’t 
matter who you were or what you looked like as long as you could do the job. I was 
inspired by the work he was doing and I was encouraged to explore the issues for 
myself. He suggested that I should consider a PhD. At the time this seemed like an 
outlandish suggestion; however, it’s not an understatement to say that meeting Anton 
changed the trajectory of my life. Anton walked the careful line between being a 
friend, mentor, and role model for my own research. His proactive support has con-
stantly challenged me to perform to the best of my ability.

Through his work, I learned that my beliefs were the result of a carefully constructed 
narrative based on meritocratic values in order to gain the trust of the general public.

This book contributes to a growing body of work that challenges notions of color 
blindness in accounting, revealing that accounting is not a race neutral environment; the 
accounting profession actively excluded blacks from participation for most of the twen-
tieth century through its restrictive practices and has found more sophisticated vehicles 
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for doing so in the twenty-first century. My own experience supports his findings that 
the myth of meritocracy is so internalized and racism so commonplace that it must be 
denied even by Black accountants.

This work represents an ongoing commitment to presenting a counternarrative that 
reveals how the myth of meritocracy obscures the racialized reality of inequality expe-
rienced by Black accountants. Accounting is a form of social and organizational con-
trol; the importance of this book is matched by the growing importance of accounting 
as an important actor in shaping the global economy.

Dr Jonathan Ashong-Lamptey
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